Chapter V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents the conclusion of the research. The conclusion is
based on the result of the research that was discussed in the previous chapter. It
also presents some suggestions related to the existence of the unity and coherence
in the National Scene column at the Jakarta Post newspaper.

5.1.

Conclusion
The researcher found that National Scene column has unity and coherence,

there were main idea in every article started on above date and it was placed on
the first paragraph of the article. Topic sentence also appeared in the first
paragraph in each articles. While for the supporting sentences, each article has its
supporting paragraphs.
The researcher found that there were 55 signals use repetition of keywords
or phrases, 33 signals that using pronoun, two signals use ordering principle and
the last was 19 signals use transition of keywords or phrases. So, the use of unity
and coherence made the reader understand when they read.

5.2.

Suggestion
The researcher hopes and suggests to anyone who is dealing with English

such as students, the readers and the next researcher.
For the students, the researcher suggest to read a lot of English articles in
newspaper beside using English books. It is very useful for student to get
accustomed with newspaper because it contains many information about the
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recent issues that happen around the world. The newspaper itself contains unity
and coherence since their purpose is to inform the reader to get easily understand
what the article about.
For the reader, the researcher hopes that they will get more improvement
in their language especially in English since in the Jakarta Post is the only
newspaper that using English as their language.
This suggestion is also for the next researchers, it would be better for them
who are interested in applying unity and coherence in their next research that
focus to improve students’ reading mastery. The next researcher can continue the
research in the area of the structure of report text whether it has proper content of
report text or not, remembering the researcher takes the Jakarta Post as her
analysis.

